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REFINISHING A DURODESIGN OIL-FINISHED WIDE-PLANK MAPLE FLOOR

REPAIRING YOUR DURODESIGN UV OIL FINISH IS EASY
But first… You must read and understand these instructions completely before refurbishing a
DuroDesign floor. In the event these instructions leave unanswered questions or if you would like
additional information, please contact DuroDesign Customer Service at 1-888-528-8518 prior to
beginning work.

TEST FIRST
To ensure best results- it is suggested you first test and practice your technique in a less visible
location such as a closet.

REPAIR METHOD IF FLOOR IS SCRATCHED TO BARE WOOD
Touch up these deeper scratches with supplied DuroDesign touch-up oil stain. Let stain penetrate
for 1 minute. If the color is not dark enough, repeat application of stain. Let dry 30 minutes.
Apply the repair oil HR-1000. Let it penetrate the substrate for few minutes and wipe the excess.
Repeat 2 or 3 times, if needed. After applying the final coat, let penetrate for few minutes and
wipe with a dry cloth. When the final coat is close to dry, like traditional oil, buff the surface with a
low abrasive disk (scotch brite) to make the gloss level match the rest of the floor.

REPAIR METHOD IF ONLY FINISH IS SCRATCHED
Apply a thin coat of HR-1000 to the scratch. Let the oil penetrate for 2 minutes and wipe off any
excess with a dry cloth. Repeat if needed.

TO REFURBISH AN ENTIRE FLOOR
With a clean cloth, apply a thin coat of HR-1000 to one area at a time. Let the oil penetrate for 2
minutes and wipe off any excess with a dry cloth. Repeat if needed.

ENJOY
Allow your floor to dry 24 hours before subjecting it to normal traffic. Wait a week before replacing
area rugs to allow the finish to fully cure.

These instructions were last updated in May 2013.
The most recent revision of this document is always available at http://www.duro-design.com/

